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Abstract. Automatic music transcription (AMT) is one of the challeng-
ing problems in Music Information Retrieval with the goal of generating
a score-like representation of a polyphonic audio signal. Typically, the
starting point of AMT is an acoustic model that computes note likeli-
hoods from feature vectors. In this work, we evaluate the capabilities of
Echo State Networks (ESNs) in acoustic modeling of piano music. Our
experiments show that the ESN-based models outperform state-of-the-
art Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) by an absolute improvement
of 0.5 F1-score without using an extra language model. We also dis-
cuss that a two-layer ESN, which mimics a hybrid acoustic and language
model, achieves better results than the best reference approach that com-
bines Invertible Neural Networks (INNs) with a biGRU language model
by an absolute improvement of 0.91 F1-score.

Keywords: Automatic piano transcription · Acoustic modeling · Echo
state network

1 Introduction

Automatic Music Transcription (AMT) is one of the most challenging problems
in Music Information Retrieval. The goal of AMT is to generate a score-like
representation of a polyphonic audio signal. Due to many concurrently played
notes from various instruments, complex overlapping of harmonics occurs in the
acoustic signal. In many cases, the polyphony, e.g. the number of simultane-
ously active notes, is unknown and can vary over time. In recent years, AMT
was successfully treated as a multi-label classification problem, in which every
possible note is treated as one class. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) define
the state-of-the-art for acoustic modeling in piano transcription. In [2], one of
the first approaches for acoustic modeling with recurrent neural networks was
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presented. The authors used multi-resolution features as input for an LSTM net-
work that performed onset and pitch detection on the frame-level. Later, in [10],
a large-scale study to determine features and different neural network architec-
tures was conducted to find general guidelines towards simple acoustic modeling
for piano transcription. The outcome was that feature design is important, and
the best features are spectrum-like representations with log-spaced frequency
bins and log-scaled magnitudes. Furthermore, it turned out that the Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN) performed significantly better than a Deep Neural
Network (DNN) and the All Convolutional Neural Network (AllConv).

Sigtia et al. [13] also used a CNN as acoustic model, but with an additional
music language model that is supposed to learn the relationship between suc-
cessive notes, similar as in speech recognition. The language model is the com-
bination of a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and a Neural Autoregressive
Distribution Estimator (NADE). This combination of an acoustic and language
model led to smoother outputs compared to the purely acoustic model and thus
improved the transcription results. Kelz et al. [11] recently showed that Invertible
Neural Networks (INNs) together with RNNs as language models are performing
slightly better than the CNN. So far, this is the best performing combination of
an acoustic and language model that uses simple spectral features as input and
output note probabilities for each frame.

In different studies [3,21], it was shown that incorporating onset information
can boost piano transcription. Therefore, several systems combine onset infor-
mation as language model with acoustic models. In [5], a complex multitask-
approach was introduced. It consisted of models for onset detection, frame-wise
pitch tracking, and for combining the information from onset detection and pitch
tracking. All models were trained jointly. The ADSR model [9] incorporated
attack, decay, sustain and release for each piano note. Currently, models that
utilize onset and offset information in combination with larger models and a
large-scale dataset [6] define the state-of-the-art in piano transcription.

In this paper, we investigate the potential of Echo State Networks (ESNs)
[7] as simple but effective neural acoustic models for automatic transcription of
piano music. In our prior work, it was shown that the performance of ESNs is
similar to CNNs for automatic music transcription on the MusicNet dataset [17,
19] and for note onset detection [14,16]. However, as only a few types of models
were evaluated on the MusicNet dataset and all of them were conceptionally
complex and computationally intensive, it is difficult to objectively compare ESN
with the contenders. On the other hand, the MAPS piano dataset [4], has been
considered as a benchmark for many acoustic and hybrid models. This allows
for a fair comparison with Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs), which are frequently used nowadays.

We compare our ESN-based acoustic model to a CNN-based acoustic model
as a reference system and to several hybrid models that have an RNN in the
second layer and show that a purely ESN-based approach outperforms a wide
range of models.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, we introduce
acoustic modeling using Echo State Networks. We explain our extracted features
and the ESN model. Section 3 gives an overview about the utilized MAPS dataset
and the metrics utilized to evaluate our model. After presenting our main results
in Sect. 4, we end with conclusions and outlook in Sect. 5.

2 Acoustic Modeling Using Echo State Networks
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Fig. 1. Outline of the proposed ESN-based acoustic model from [17]: The audio sig-
nal s[k] is divided into overlapping frames x[n] (hop size 10 ms). A filter-bank with
logarithmic-spaced center frequencies and logarithmic magnitudes is used to extract
spectral features u[n] for each frame n. The sequence of feature vectors is fed through
the ESN-based acoustic model that computes the likelihoods y[n] for the presence of
each note in the frame n. To obtain the binary piano-roll representation p[n], a global
threshold is applied on the likelihoods.

Echo State Networks (ESNs) [7] are a variant of Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs). In contrast to widely used RNN architectures, which usually consist of
sequential layers that need to be trained jointly using iterative algorithms, the
input and recurrent connections of ESNs are fixed by random values, and only
the output weights are trained in one shot using linear regression. This one-shot
training has two advantages compared to iterative algorithms:

– Fast training: All available data is presented in one time during training,
which is time-efficient.

– Adaptability: The model can be adapted to new data in a later stage without
presenting old data again.

In [17], we have summarized several properties that make ESNs interesting
for multipitch tracking. Relying on our previous work, we adapted the system
from [17] and evaluated its capability on acoustic modeling for piano transcrip-
tion. The main outline of the proposed ESN-based acoustic model for piano
transcription is depicted in Fig. 1.

2.1 Framing

The acoustic model works with feature vectors extracted from a discrete input
signal s[k], where k is the sample index. It is sampled with a sampling frequency
fs = 44.1 kHz. For the subsequent feature extraction, it is divided into overlap-
ping frames x[n] of length 46.4 ms with a hop size of 10 ms, and with n being
the discrete frame index.
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2.2 Feature Extraction

For each frame, the short-term Fourier transform was computed. A triangular
filter-bank with semitone-spaced center frequencies from 30 Hz to 17 000 Hz was
applied on the short-term spectra to reduce the feature dimension. In order to
avoid large negative values and to compress large magnitudes in the feature
vector, the log10 was applied to the magnitude m plus 1, i.e. log10(m + 1).

To enrich the input feature vector with more temporal information, the first
derivative of the computed magnitude spectrum was considered. Therefore, a
first-order difference filter kernel with length of 3 frames was used to compute
the temporal differences based on one frame before and after. The magnitude
spectrum and its derivative were concatenated, so that each feature vector con-
sisted of a spectrum and the first derivative.

We did not apply any additional standardization or normalization steps, and
directly supplied these features as input u[n] to the ESN. This is a result from
our previous work about note onset detection [14], where we found that any
kind of standardization over-emphasized less important features with a very low
variance. This is visualized in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Mean and variance for each feature. In higher frequencies, any kind of stan-
dardization would over-emphasize less important features with a very low variance.

2.3 Basic Echo State Network

The basic ESN outline that was used in this paper is depicted in in the center of
Fig. 1 and is based on our general description of an ESN for multipitch tracking
in [17], which was adapted in this paper. We briefly summarize the initialization
of the ESN here. Basically, it consists of three weight matrices: The input weights
Win pass the input features to the reservoir, an unordered group of N res non-
linear neurons. Since the reservoir weights Wres basically connect the reservoir
neurons to each other in a recurrent fashion, past information can “echo” for
some time inside the reservoir. The output weights Wout connect the neurons
inside the reservoir to the output nodes.

Both, Win and Wres, were initialized from random distributions. The reser-
voir weights Wres fulfill the Echo State Property (ESP), which says that, for a
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finite input sequence, the reservoir states need to decay in a finite time [7]. This
was done by normalizing Wres to its maximum absolute eigenvalue.

In summary, the key difference between ESNs and typical RNN architectures
is that Win and Wres are initialized randomly and kept fixed during the training.
Only the output weights Wout are trained using linear regression, whereas all
weights need to be jointly optimized in typical RNN architectures.

To briefly recapitulate the main equations of an ESN, let r[n] represent the
reservoir state. The two Eqs. (1) and (2) are then used to describe ESNs.

r[n] = (1 − λ)r[n − 1] + λfres(Winu[n] + Wresr[n − 1] + wbi) (1)

y[n] = Woutr[n] (2)

Equation (1) is a leaky integration of the reservoir states r[n] with λ ∈ (0, 1]
being the leakage, and fres(·) is the non-linear reservoir activation, in this paper
the tanh-function. Every neuron in the reservoir receives a bias input using the
bias weight vector wbi, which is initialized and fixed from a uniform distribution
between ±1. Equation (2) describes the Nout-dimensional output y[n] as a linear
combination of a given reservoir state r[n].

During the training phase, all reservoir states r[n] were expanded by a con-
stant of 1 as the intercept term for linear regression, and then collected in the
reservoir state collection matrix R. The desired binary outputs d[n], which are
0 for non-active and 1 for active pitches, are collected into the desired out-
put collection matrix D. Afterwards, Wout is obtained using ridge regression
Wout =

(
RRT + εI

)−1 (DRT), where the regularization parameter ε = 0.01
penalizes large values in Wout, and I is the identity matrix. The size of the
output weight matrix Nout × (N res + 1) determines the total number of free
parameters to be trained in ESNs. The output y[n] indicated whether each note
is active or not.

An ESN has several control parameters, which need to be tuned task-
dependently: αu, ρ, and αbi control the absolute importance of the input feature
vector, old reservoir state and the constant bias inputs, respectively. They are
global scaling factors of the weight matrices Win, Wres and wbi. The leakage
λ is a control parameter for the leaky integration and matches the input and
output dynamics. The workflow to optimize the hyper-parameters is described
detailed in [14,16,17].

2.4 Bidirectional Reservoirs

In the case of bidirectional reservoirs, the ESN is able to incorporate future
information to compute the outputs. Therefore, the feature vectors are first
fed through the ESN and the reservoir states are collected as described before.
Next, the input is reversed in time and again fed through exactly the same
model. This results in new reservoir states that are reversed in time. Afterwards,
the reservoir states of both directions are concatenated to compute the output.
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Bidirectional ESNs are usually more powerful than unidirectional models because
(1) they have twice the number of free parameters in W out and (2) they use future
information to compute the output.

2.5 Stacked Reservoirs

In the case of stacked reservoirs, several ESN models are chained sequentially in
layers as in [20]. Typically, subsequent ESNs receive the output of the previous
layer as input. The target outputs of all layers are usually the same, and the
layers are trained sequentially. By stacking reservoirs, the temporal modeling
capacity of a single layer model is extended. This can be done for unidirectional
as well as for bidirectional reservoirs.

In [8,17,20], it was shown that this improved the results for phoneme and
image recognition, and for multipitch tracking, because subsequent layers are
able to smooth the output of previous layers. In this paper, we also used a
second layer to smooth the outputs of the first layer.

2.6 Thresholding

In [17], we have discussed that the output of an ESN after linear regression
would ideally be zero in case of an absent and one in case of a present note.
In practice, this is not always valid and the output is neither bounded between
zero and one, nor truly binary. We used a simple thresholding method to convert
the raw output values of the ESN into a binary piano roll representation. All
output values above the threshold were set to one, the remaining to zero. The
threshold was empirically set to 0.36 and tuned to maximize the F1-Measure on
the validation set.

3 Experimental Setup

The model was implemented in Python 3 using the madmom [2] framework for
feature extraction and PyRCN1 [15] for developing the ESN models. The code
together with pre-trained models is available online in our GitHub repository.

3.1 MAPS Dataset

We use the MAPS dataset [4] to compare our proposed acoustic model with
reference models. It contains audio files and annotations of isolated notes, chords,
and piano pieces. All audio files are sampled with 44.1 kHz and are stored as
stereo WAV files. We considered only the complete piano pieces. The MAPS
dataset contains audio files rendered by software synthesizers and recordings
from a Yamaha Disklavier player piano. In [13], the dataset was split into subsets
for a 4-fold cross validation in different configurations. The most real-world case

1 https://github.com/TUD-STKS/PyRCN.

https://github.com/TUD-STKS/PyRCN
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that was used for later studies is called “Configuration 2” and uses just the
synthetic audio files for training/optimization. The Disklavier recordings were
held back as an unseen test set. In [5], the authors modified “Configuration 2”
and removed music pieces from the training set that are present in both, training
and test sets. For the sake of fair comparison and as they have re-trained several
reference models based on this reduced training set, we opted for the same MAPS
configuration as [5,11].

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation was based on standard frame-level metrics proposed in [1],
namely Precision P , Recall R and F1. We used the library mir eval [12] to
compute P and R. The F1-Measure in Eq. (3) is the harmonic mean of both, P
and R. For details on the metrics, we refer to [1].

F1 = 2
P · R

P + R
(3)

4 Results on the MAPS Dataset

4.1 Hyperparameter Optimization

We sequentially optimized the hyper-parameters minimizing the mean squared
error as in [17] in the steps (a) ρ and αu, (b) λ, and (c) αbi, respectively using
5-fold cross validation. Figure 3 shows the cross validation scores (negative mean
squared error) for each step. We can see that the ESN model benefits from
recurrent connections, because ρ = 0.1 and λ = 0.1. The bias has only a small
impact on the final performance. We also checked the regularization parameter
ε that, however, did not influence the results.

4.2 General Observations

Figure 4 compares the performance of uni- and bidirectional ESNs next to a ref-
erence CNN model. It can be observed that the F1-Measure strongly depends on
the reservoir size Nres. Incorporating future information by using bidirectional
architectures strongly improves the results over unidirectional architectures. In
fact, the proposed bidirectional model with 12000 neurons outperforms the refer-
ence CNN [10] (marked by the dashed line), the best performing acoustic model
with comparable features. Of course, we need to note that the CNN utilizes a
limited amount of future information (two frames) compared to the ESN.
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Fig. 3. Hyperparameter optimization

Training and inference of this ESN model with ca. 12M free parameters on
a modern laptop CPU is still feasible, which is an important aspect for real-
world applications. Further enlarging the reservoir still slightly improves the
performance of the model, but at the cost of many more free parameters.

Figure 5 shows the transcription result for the first 30 s of the piano piece
“MAPS MUS-bk xmas5 ENSTDkCl” computed with the bidirectional ESN
model with 24 000 neurons (ESN 24 000bi). It can be seen that many false posi-
tive notes (green) were recognized in higher pitch areas. In many cases, a pitch
was recognized along with a higher harmonic of itself, leading to an octave error.
The missing notes often occurred for low pitches. However, most of the notes
were recognized properly.

4.3 Comparison to the State of the Art

In Table 1, we summarize the performance of the proposed ESN-based acoustic
models along with some reference models. It is worth to mention that all models
but the CNN + LSTM [5] and ADSRNet [9] are supplied only with the extracted
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Fig. 4. Pitch detection results on the MAPS test dataset in the modified configuration
2 [5]: A strong dependency of the F1-Measure from the reservoir size Nres and a uni-
or bidirectional architectures can be observed.
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Fig. 5. Transcription result for the first 30 s of the piano piece “MAPS MUS-
bk xmas5 ENSTDkCl” computed with the model “ESN 24 000b”. The blue color (true
positive) indicates that most of the notes are transcribed correctly. The green color
(false positive) shows that the acoustic model recognized many additional notes, espe-
cially in the higher frequency ranges. The red color (false negative) indicates that,
especially for lower pitches, several notes were not recognized. (Color figure online)

acoustic features and their derivatives. The latter onces also take advantage of
much more information about, e.g., on-/offset or sustain pedal information in
addition to the conventional acoustic features.

This comparison suggests that the bidirectional ESN as acoustic model out-
performs the CNN-based model [10]. Furthermore, we suppose that the ESN
is better than the INN for acoustic modeling, as it even suppresses the INNs
with small language models (e.g. GRU (S) and LSTM (S)) as well. Only in case
of a large bi-directional language model (biGRU), the models from [11,13] per-
form slightly better. In order to compare simple combinations of acoustic and
language models more fairly, we have also trained a second layer that should
denoise and smoothen the frame-based output of the acoustic model. We can see
that this strongly improves the results. The middle rows of Table 1 show that
our two-layer system perform better than the typical combinations of acoustic
and language model.
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Table 1. Results on the MAPS test dataset under Configuration 2 without duplicated
music pieces in the training set [5]. The ESN has outperformed the CNN-based acoustic
model. Both, CNN and ESN performed better than the combination of the INN with
small RNN language models. With an additional small ESN-based language model, we
were able to outperform all classic combinations of acoustic and language models. The
models [5,9] with a lot of additional information still perform better.

Method P R F1 Only

spectral features

CNN only [5,10] 81.18 65.07 71.60 x

ESN 32 000u 71.63 67.89 69.71 x

ESN 24 000b 72.89 71.33 72.10 x

INN + GRU (S) [11] 79.74 63.73 70.84 x

INN + LSTM (S) [11] 80.12 63.91 71.10 x

INN + biGRU (L) [11] 81.72 64.81 72.29

CNN + RNN-NADE [5,13] 71.99 73.32 72.22 x

ESN 24 000b, 5000b 81.06 66.73 73.20 x

CNN + LSTM [5] 88.53 70.89 78.30 –

ADSRNet [9] 90.73 67.85 77.16 –

The models [5,9] are quite different in terms of utilizing additional informa-
tion about on- and offset etc., and can thus be not entirely compared to the
proposed ESN model. Table 1 shows that the additional information is very use-
ful for piano transcription and significantly improves the recognition results. In
the future, we will extend the current approach towards incorporating additional
information in a similar way. We have not listed the results of [22] because in
those experiments there is some overlap between the training and testing data.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

Our proposed ESN-based acoustic model for piano transcription, which relies on
simple spectral features, outperformed a wide variety of deep learning models,
such as CNN, INN, and hybrid models which benefit from combination of acous-
tic and language models. All approaches have in common that they purely rely
on spectral feature vectors, from which note likelihoods are computed. Encour-
aged by promising results for onset detection using ESNs [14], one way to move
forward would be to incorporate additional information about on-/offsets [5,6,9]
in the current system and also to use the MAESTRO dataset. In [18], data aug-
mentation was also shown to improve multipitch tracking.

Furthermore, we will investigate the length of effective future information in
bidirectional ESNs. If only a limited window of future frames is required, ESNs
could be incorporated into real-time systems for piano transcription.
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